Amity International School, Sector – 43, Gurgaon organized the ‘Senior Prize Distribution Ceremony’ to felicitate all its achievers on 8th August, 2014. Chairperson of Amity Schools, Dr. (Mrs.) Amita Chauhan in her message appreciated the achievers and encouraged the students to reach the pinnacle of success. The glittering ceremony saw 815 students of classes V to XI being honoured for their stellar performance in both scholastic and co-scholastic areas.

Dr. TPS Chauhan, Senior Advisor, RBE Foundation, graced the occasion as the Chief Guest. He urged the students to inch forward with faith in their conviction. School Principal, Mrs. Vishakha Chitnis accorded a warm welcome to the parents and apprised them about the benchmark set by the student in the myriad fields. This was followed by a classical raga based dance performance, Malhaar, by the students which left the gathering spell-bound. Vice Principal, Mrs. Alka Awasthi proposed the vote of thanks.